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Content information
—Strong language.
Synopsis
Curtain Up! is a documentary that shares a child’s perspective of the wonders of
discovering art, culture and identity. In New York City’s Chinatown, the theatre club of PS
124 is staging an adaptation of the film Frozen. As the 5th graders gear up and rehearse
for the musical production, nervous excitement and flubbed lines brush up against cultural
stereotypes, family expectations, and post-graduation uncertainties.
The documentary follows their lives behind the scenes, the experience of growing up and
tackles deep questions of identity and the challenges that surface.
The PS 124 Theatre Club in Curtain Up! was formed to give Asian/Asian-American children
in New York city’s Chinatown opportunities to sing, dance and act. For over ten years now,
the theatre club has been the only Asian-American team to compete at the renowned Junior
Theatre Festival, a gathering of young thespians from across the world. It even earned
the privilege of being one of a select few schools nationally to premiere the theatre club’s
production of Frozen.
Themes
— Pursuit of dreams
— Cultural identity
— Growing up
— Being Asian/Asian-American
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Genre:
Documentary

Cinematography:
Kelly Ng, Hui Tong

Country +Year:
United States, 2020

Editor:
Hui Tong

Runtime:
69 mins

Music:
Wu Jin

Languages:
English

Executive Producer:
Carlos Sandoval

Director:
Kelly Ng, Hui Tong

Producers:
Kelly Ng, Hui Tong

Cast:
Hannah Balagot, William Cui, Kyle Garvin,
Alice Horn, Jack Lau

Sound Department:
Michael Huang
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This education resource has been developed with links to the Australian Curriculum.
Activities have been created to reflect each of the achievement standards, depending on
the year level, including content descriptions within each learning area and the general
capabilities. The resource aims to provide teachers with information to help prepare students
before attending the movie, as well as structured learning activities for the classroom after
viewing the movie.
General Capabilities – specific learning activities are linked with the following icons:
Literacy

Ethical Understanding

Critical and Creative Thinking

Personal and Social Capability

Numeracy
Year 5 and 6 Media Arts
Band Description
…. make and respond to the arts, students
explore meaning and interpretation, and
social and cultural contexts of the arts. They
evaluate the use of forms and elements in
artworks they make and observe.
Content Description
Explore representations, characterisations
and points of view of people in their
community, including themselves, using
settings, ideas, story principles and genre
conventions in images, sounds and text
ACAMAM062
Achievement Standard
Students explain how ideas are
communicated in artworks they make and to
which they respond.
Year 7 and 8 Media Arts
Band Description
In Media Arts, students:
• explore meaning and interpretation, forms
and elements including structure, intent,
character, settings, points of view, genre
conventions and media conventions as
they make and respond to media artworks
• consider social, cultural and historical
influences and representations in media
arts.
Content Description
Analyse how technical and symbolic
elements are used in media artworks to
create representations influenced by story,
genre, values and points of view of particular
audiences ACAMAR071
Achievement Standard
Students identify and analyse how
representations of social values and points
of view are portrayed in the media artworks
they make, distribute and view.
Year 9 and 10 Media Arts
Band Description
• refine and extend their understanding and
use of structure, intent, character, settings,
points of view, genre conventions and
media conventions in their compositions
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• analyse the way in which audiences make
meaning and how audiences interact with
and share media artworks.
Content Description
Experiment with ideas and stories that
manipulate media conventions and genres
to construct new and alternative points
of view through images, sounds and text
ACAMAM073
Evaluate how technical and symbolic
elements are manipulated in media artworks
to create and challenge representations
framed by media conventions, social
beliefs and values for a range of audiences
ACAMAR078
Achievement Standard
They evaluate how social, institutional, and
ethical issues influence the making and use
of media artworks.
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SACE – Media Studies Stage 1
Knowledge and Understanding
KU2 Knowledge and understanding of how
audiences influence, and are influenced by,
forms and content of media texts.
Research and Analysis
RA2 Research into and analysis of the
ways in which groups and individuals are
represented in media.
RA3 Analysis of interactions with media.
Producing
P1 Design and planning of media texts.
P2 Use of appropriate production
techniques and technologies.
Communication
C1 Reproduction of the forms and features
of media texts, to convey meaning.
C2 Fluency of expression and use of
appropriate media terminology.

SACE – Media Studies Stage 2
Knowledge and Understanding
KU1 Knowledge and understanding of
media structures, issues, concepts, and
interactions.
KU2 Knowledge and understanding of how
audiences influence, and are influenced by,
forms and content of media texts.
Research and Analysis
RA1 Research into and analysis of different
points of view, bias, values, or intent across a
range of media texts.
RA2 Research into and analysis of the
ways in which groups and individuals are
represented in media.
Producing
P1 Design and planning of media products
for selected audiences.
P2 Use of appropriate production
techniques and technologies, and media
conventions
Communication
C1 Reproduction of the structural and
conventional features of different media
texts, to convey meaning.
C2 Fluency of expression and use of
appropriate media terminology.

Before
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Students today are more connected to
media than any previous generation and the
screen has become a new kind of page for
them to read and make meaning from. Visual
or screen literacy are the skills, knowledge
and understanding students can build to
support them ‘read’ images. By engaging
in discussions different interpretations of
the film may emerge. These discussions
can form the basis for students to have
alternative interpretations.
Being literate in reading films requires
students to be able to:
• watch a film and analyse its content,
cinematography, and technical aspects
• use the language of creative moving image
productions
• understand the content of the film.
You can build visual/screen literacy
knowledge, skills and understanding by
asking students to:
• explain their response to a film by providing
evidence to justify their reason/s
• observe what techniques the director uses
to tell the story
• think about the reasons the film was made
• identify how colour used for costumes, sets
and lighting affects how the story is told.

Film Technique Questions
- Do you notice a movement from longer to
closer shot distances?
- When are the various shot distances used,
is it during a conversation between two
characters or in the opening of a scene?
What other examples are there? What
does
this convey to the audience?
- How does the use of lighting shape our
perception of character, space or mood?
- How do the camera angles shape our view
of the characters or spaces?
Film Design Questions
- What do the costumes and make-up tell us
about the historical setting of the story?
- How do the costumes and make-up
convey character?
- What is the purpose of the music in the
film?
- How do the settings and sets help the
viewer to understand the story?

Film Content Questions
- How does it make you feel and why?
- What is it about?
- Who is it for?
- What do you think the purpose of the
film is?
- What does it make you wonder?
- Have you seen anything like it before?
(Make connections)
- Would you add anything else to the
story?
- Why is the story presented in this genre?

Martin Scorsese talking about the
importance of visual literacy:
youtube.com/watch?v=I90ZluYvHic

Martin Scorsese’s message to teachers

“You’re training the eye and the heart of
the student to look at a film in a different
way by asking questions and pointing to
different ideas, different concepts, and
suggestions. You’re training them to think
about a story that is told to them in visual
terms in a different way and to take it
seriously.”
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Tong and Ng didn’t initially intend for Curtain
Up! to be a feature-length documentary, but
after spending five to six months with the
children and their families, they realised they
had a story that people needed to see. “We
were supposed to do a short for our Master’s
program [at Columbia University’s School
of Journalism]. We finished our 30-minute
short as our thesis, and after that, I said let’s
do this as a feature because I thought that
we had to. The short cannot do justice to the
story, so we spent four, five months after that
developing it into a feature,” Tong said.
Background on the Directors
Hui Tong
A big fan of theatre, I acted in theatre in
college, taught kids at theatre camps, and did
my undergraduate thesis on early Chinese
theatre in the U.S. Those experiences
not only exposed me to the lack of Asian
representation in American theatre, but also
informed me how the cultural stereotypes,
as well as familial expectations, put extra
pressure on aspiring Asian American artists.
While at Columbia Journalism School, I
started covering Asian American theatre in
New York, and came across this amazing
theatre group in Chinatown. I immediately
fell in love with those kids and started filming.
Through the kids’ perspectives, I wish also to
reflect on my observations on what it means
to be Asian American in current American
society.
Kelly Ng
Born and bred in a Singaporean family that
conforms to Chinese conventions, I often
feel the outlier among peers. In making
this film, I was surprised at how these
Asian-American children’s experiences
resonated with me. Till today, my brother
and I wrestle between following our dreams
and living up to our parents’ expectations –
which, like the kids’, include having “stable”
professions that sometimes negate the
value of the arts. Though whimsical, Curtain
Up! prompts necessary discussions around
culture and identity. I see it as part of my
ongoing endeavour to give voice to minority
communities.

Storytelling and Cultural Traditions
Many societies have storytelling traditions.
The stories and performances entertain as
well as educate.
Cultural heritage
One of the reasons they have survived for
so long is their ability to adapt to change.

Culture: the total of ways of living built
up by a group of human beings, which
is passed on from one generation to the
next.
Heritage: that which comes or belongs to
one by reason of birth.”
Cultural traditions can include:
- Bunnings sausage sizzle
- Triple J Hottest 100
- Movies + pizza on a Friday night.
- Family get together.
Australian Museum:
Indigenous Australians: Australia’s First
Peoples exhibition 1996 – 2015. https://
australian.museum/about/history/exhibitions/
indigenous-australians/

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/
storytelling-and-cultural-traditions/

Access examples of storytelling at the
National Geographic site as a method of
passing down cultural traditions.
Why do we need stories?
Stories can create connections across time,
places, and cultures. Whether it is a book,
film, or an oral story passed down through
generations a story can give us a much
deeper understanding and insight into an
issue or an idea.
Working in small groups
• Share and record on a large piece of paper:
- what stories do they have in their families
- what cultural traditions do they have?
As a whole class – groups share the
information they have collected about their
cultural traditions.
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What is
documentary
theatre?
Documentaries can provide students with a
window into the daily lives of real people and
allow them to see alternative views of the
world. Documentaries tell a story – a story
that needs to be told!
The Directors of Curtains Up! had a story to
tell. It was a story that wasn’t just about the
theatre club of PS124 it was a story about
the representation of a minority. The story
was not just about the young people in the
documentary feeling seen and understood,
but for others to see and understand them.

Identify the features of a
documentary

What do you notice!

Working in small groups, students:

Start the journey

1. discuss and record what they know about
documentaries

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review
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A documentary is a non-fiction film that
tells a story. It can be a persuasive story, a
biographical story, a factual/historical story,
a personal story a real-life topic, about a
person, event, or issue. A documentary is
often identified as being educational, detailed
and with a persuasive tone.
Since the 1930s, documentaries have
included:
• films designed to inform the viewer about
social issues and inspire them to take
action
• autobiographies and biographies
• nature films
• newsreel depictions of events

Think-Pair-Share

Ideas to get you thinking

Definition

• educational films.

2. what stories do they know about because
they have seen a documentary?
As a whole class:
• review the information groups have
recorded and write a class definition of
what makes documentaries different from
other media.
Interesting history
The term documentary was first coined by
Scottish film director John Grierson - who
translated the French word documentaire
to documentary when reviewing Robert
Flaherty’s Moana (1926).
Flaherty’s - Nanook of the North (1922) is
considered to be the first full-length feature
documentary.
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The following activity has two purposes:
1. To view the content and ideas of a
documentary made by four students living
on $1 a day.
2. To identify the features of the
documentary.
Living on $1 a day project
Four students from the United States spent
their summer living in Guatemala on less
than one dollar a day to try and understand
the reality of poverty firsthand. They filmed
their experience to make a documentary to
raise awareness and money for projects.
As a whole class:
watch the official trailer of – Living on one
Dollar a Day - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Ze72rpWp_Dg

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
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Choosing a story worth telling for a
documentary often means finding
something that is controversial. It shows
a different way of looking and viewing the
world.
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The students who made the $1/day
documentary never anticipated what
would happen to them during those few
months.

Work with a partner:
• students watch one of the episodes of
Living on One Dollar a Day
• students should watch their chosen
episode a second time and identify the
unique features of that documentary
episode – record what they have identified
using the What Did you Notice! – template.

Curtain
Up!

What do you notice!
Observing documentary techniques

Education Resource

Content information,
Synopsis & Themes

Technique

Yes

No

Interviews
• with the main subject
• vox pops
• with experts

Curriculum links and activities
Before the movie
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It started as a research project
What is documentary theatre?

Storytelling
• uses historical or archival footage
• re-enactment
• narrator or voice over
• scripted dialogue
• conversational dialogue

Finding a story worth telling
What do you notice!
Think-Pair-Share

Information
• the film attempted to persuade
• factual claims were made.

Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking

After the movie

Other information:
• What perspective is presented?

Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review

• What two words would you use to describe the documentaries?

Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

• Who is the audience?

Meet the Crew
Additional resources

• What type of shots have they used?

• How does the music support the story?

• What emotional response do you think the maker of the documentary is
wanting?

• What connections can you make to other texts or experiences?
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• Pairs partner up with another pair and share
what they have identified from their
episode

As a whole class:
Come back together as a whole class and
share observations and discussions.

• Are there similarities and differences
between what they have observed.
• Working in the group of four students
then discuss:
- Did the documentary tell the truth?
- Was the information in the documentary
objective or subjective? How could you
tell?
- What is the difference between telling a
story that is your own perspective and
telling the whole truth? How would you
know if it was the whole truth?
- In your opinion do you think the camera
missed anything?

Think-Pair-Share
Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking
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Living on $1 a day project
Episode 1 – The First Step
http://y2u.be/RCT5HsUi7VE

Episode 2 – Water from a Pipe
http://y2u.be/coxgFQvgmZQ

Episode 3 – Hunger and Tortillas
http://y2u.be/mynnhDFRFYY

Episode 4 – Disaster strikes
http://y2u.be/bk9GL1AnMLM

Episode 5 – We need a job
http://y2u.be/5LCFoY0J5DY

Episode 6 – Extreme budgeting
http://y2u.be/Nw-Dmmk9lyg

Episode 7 – (Not) Going to School
http://y2u.be/ayTRujPD-14

Episode 8 – Back in the US
http://y2u.be/EASqF1BwXk4

Change made by the project
http://y2u.be/1kneRw6dMlE
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Working in creative teams of five
students:
- Decide on the core idea of their
documentary
- Collect words and images that describe
the core idea for the documentary and
create a collage
- Keep in mind the question, message, fact or
truth the team wants to share with others.
- What story will the documentary present.
What students will be doing
1. Building a story by using research to
answer questions about a topic of
interest.
2. Combining information from several
sources to draft a script.
3. Creating a documentary around an idea
using a variety of film techniques.
Each creative team should discuss and
answer the following questions:
- What two words describe the position of
their documentary
- What emotional response does the team
think telling their story will bring and how
will it make the viewer feel?
- What issues will they discuss?
- Who will the audience be for their
documentary?
		
Filming the scene
Each creative team:
• Using a single camera – shoot from wide to
close-ups.
• Recording audio – working with two people
in a static position is the less challenging
option.

Next steps
Each creative team:
• prepares a storyboard for their
documentary – including shots they will
use
• writes a script
• writes a list of things they need footage of
• writes a list of interviewees – experts, those
in opposition or vox pop
• identify images that will communicate an
opinion to the audience
• identify music to use (royalty free)
• start thinking about camera angles
• write a list of questions for interviews.
Royalty free music
Free Music Archive – resource for free
music and royalty free music https://
freemusicarchive.org/?__s=ujxqzjosijxjtori17se

Audio Music
https://www.audionetwork.com/
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The elevator pitch
Each creative team has two minutes to pitch
their documentary idea:
- Briefly describes the idea/story for the
documentary
- Outline how the story will be
communicated
Feedback
.Assign each team another team to provide
feedback to.
- Identify the strong points
- Any questions
- Any suggestions
Once each team has completed presenting
their elevator pitches the teams swap their
feedback. This can be a time for discussion
and reflection and for each creative team
to consider the feedback they have been
provided with and what changes they are
going to consider.
		
				
The interviews
It is important for creative teams to
remember to show interviewees the filmed
interviews before editing to make sure the
interviewee is happy with the recording.

Ideas to get
you thinking
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• Arts teaches us that it is okay to be
messy – splatting paint, making mistakes,
redoing scenes are all part of creating art.
Sometimes it is through these mistakes
that we uncover a better way to create. Art
teaches us to dare to take risks!
• Our education system doesn’t support a
variety of interests, especially those that
may not be seen as making a lot of money.
• We don’t recognise students who are
excellent in dancing, singing and arts?
• Is the educational system equipped
to encourage children to pursue their
dreams, or is more about a system in which
standardised assessment is of more value?
• Racial and ethnic representation on TV
and in theatres in Australia are lopsided and
unequal.

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
Additional resources
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• Research shows that people involved
in the performing arts are better able to
engage their mind and emotions in real-life
situations with empathy, confidence and
understanding.
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• What does representation look like for your
community? Do the movies, books, and
media you consume reflect those around
you? Are there certain groups of people
wish you knew more about?

• Stereotypes are assumptions we have
about people or expectations of how they
will act, based on the groups we place
them in. For instance, we sometimes
expect a boy or a girl to behave in a certain
way or like certain things. What are the
most common stereotypes you have heard
about? Have you felt stereotyped or
labelled by other in an unfair way? On
the other hand, what personal biases have
shaped your perceptions of others?
• My parents have a different idea about what
I should do in the future but I really want
to…………??????

After the
movie
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There are several tasks that will need to be
completed for creative teams to finish the
documentary for their world premiere.
These tasks and roles include:
Director: Makes decisions about all creative
aspects of the film – responsible for the
storytelling and creative decisions.
Reporter: They do the interviews – prepare
the questions and interview the person/
people. They will have needed to complete
their research before doing the interview –
they need to know what they are talking
about to be convincing.
Screenwriter/s: Writes the script for the
documentary. This includes any voice
overs and narration and also completes the
storyboard.

After the movie
Camera Operator: in charge of working the
camera to capture footage and interviews.

Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
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Checklist before you edit:
Interviews are completed		
Footage is filmed			
Images gathered		
Soundtrack identified		

Production Designer/s or Creative
Director/s: responsible for creating the visual
appearance of the film.
Production sound mixer: responsible for
making sure the sound is being recorded
properly.

How to Make a Film
Access online workshops on the AFF
website for help with making a film
including:
- Story + script development
- Creating a shot list
- Camera technique.
https://adelaidefilmfestival.org/aff-youth/
workshops/

Shot list
Films are made up of a series of shots.
The shots you choose to use should help
tell your story. Watch the video to find out
about some basic shot sizes you can use.
https://youtu.be/zWM79FvgOMU

Gaffer: responsible for the design and
execution of the lighting plan.
Tips for conducting interviews
The resource provides some great
information to help you get the interviews
you need for the documentary.
https://www.abc.net.au/cm/lb/10105410/
data/conducting-interviews-data.pdf

Handy hints for editing
Basic Video Editing in iMovie (part1)
https://youtu.be/uBMmGJwrv9c?t=12

Basic Video Editing in iMovie (part2)
https://youtu.be/wfq1KchZTYU

Sound and volume editing – iMovie for Mac
https://youtu.be/DVSY7JUPl9g

Transferring an iMovie project from iPad
https://youtu.be/GRqo7A9KM9I

How to add text to an iMovie
https://youtu.be/HzqKz0HL_Hs
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The PS 124 Theatre Club in Curtain Up!
was formed to give Asian/Asian-American
children in New York city’s Chinatown
opportunities to sing, dance and act. Apart
from race and ethnicity, representation is
often also overlooked in areas like gender,
age, religion, and disability.
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As a whole class, discuss:
• What were your first impressions of the
documentary?
• Based on your knowledge of
documentaries what were your
impressions of the documentary?
• Some of the kids in Curtain Up! describe
the expectations that their parents, family,
or others have of them that are known
as the model minority myth. This term has
been used to paint a broad picture
of Asians – especially Asians living in a
predominantly white environment – as
smart, obedient and hardworking. What did
you think of this idea?
Individually students write responses to
the following questions:
1. Is the documentary interesting and
entertaining and does it succeed in sharing
a story? Why or why not
2. Which character/s do you identify most
with in Curtain Up! ?
3. Who seemed most like you, and in what
way? Who seemed the most different?
4. Charlotte and her brother, Aaron have
a heated discussion about the lack of
opportunities in American theatre for
Asian artists. Ms Baayork, the founder of
the theatre club, talks about this too. Do
you notice a similar attitude in the arts
in your community? In your community,
it may not necessarily be targeted at
Asians, but other subgroups – this could
be a certain race, gender, nationality etc.
who do not have equal opportunities when
compared to others.
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5. What strikes you most about the PS 124
Theatre Club?
		
				
Writing the review
The information students have discussed
and the questions they have answered and
the template – Guide for writing a film
review – will assist them to write a review of
the documentary and to rate the movie for
others.

Curtain
Up!

Guide to writing a film review

Education Resource
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Synopsis & Themes

Movie details:
Title:
Running time:
Genre:
Director:
Cast:

Features of a review:
• approximately 600-1200 words
• usually written in past tense, in third person voice
• uses technical and descriptive language
• provides an objective analysis of the film’s formal
techniques and thematic content
• provides information about interesting elements of
the film:
- formal techniques
- thematic content
• uses the full name or last name when referring to the
director or cast.

Paragraph 1
Introduction

Headline - only limited by your imagination.
Here is an example:
Spider-Man
Actual Headline: Spinning An Amazing Web
Provide a few details that give the reader insight into the
type of movie you are reviewing.

Curriculum links and activities
Before the movie
Visual and screen literacy
It started as a research project
What is documentary theatre?
Finding a story worth telling
What do you notice!
Think-Pair-Share
Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review

Paragraph 2
Summary of movie

• Where and when does the movie take place?
• Who are the most important characters?
• What is the movie telling the audience? Be careful
to not provide any spoilers for your reader.

Paragraph 3
Opinion/Analysis

• Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the movie:
- provide specific details and scenes.

Paragraph 4
Conclusion evaluation and
recommendation

• Who would you recommend the movie to, including:
- relate this to the rating of the movie
- how many stars would you give the movie?

Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
Additional resources
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The final
touches

Curtain
Up!
Education Resource

Content information,
Synopsis & Themes
Curriculum links and activities
Before the movie
Visual and screen literacy
It started as a research project
What is documentary theatre?
Finding a story worth telling
What do you notice!
Think-Pair-Share
Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
Additional resources
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Adding other images
Your project is nearly finished the team just
needs to add a few final touches. Once video
clips are in the iMovie project area you can
add photos and other images like maps and
title pages and rearrange the order of clips
and images.
Recording Narration
The narrator is able to read right into the
microphone built into your Mac and record
their voices directly into iMovie using the
iMovie Record feature.
If your team is looking for a higher quality
audio you can connect a USB desktop
microphone to your computer and record
the narration. This will mean that you will
have a separate audio track that you can
move around on iMovie to match the footage
of your movie as needed.
Adding Music
Music can help with telling the story and
add mood. Make sure that the music that is
chosen is royalty free. You can move music
tracks around to match the footage, change
the volume and shorten or lengthen to
match your clips.
Press conference
As part of the presentation each creative
team prepares for a press conference
interview for a film festival.
Each team prepares a short press
conference by writing a short description of
the film.
When one team is presenting their film, the
other students will be take on the role of
the press and ask questions. Prior to the
press conference students could brainstorm
questions to ask.

Red Carpet Event

Once the documentaries are completed
students decide how they would like to
premiere their work, it could be:
• An event that parents and friends are
invited along
• A fundraiser
• It could be a special event for interviewees
who haven’t yet seen the documentaries
• Shown at a school assembly
• Another class is invited in to watch the
completed documentaries.
To plan an event
• Who is on the invitation list?
• Where is it going to be held?
• Are there important people in the
community who need to be invited?
• Who is going to introduce the
documentaries and provide some
background to how they were made?
• Will there be Red Carpet photographs?
• Will there be refreshments for the special
guests?

Meet the
Crew

Curtain
Up!

Carlos Sandoval – Executive Producer
Carlos is an Emmy-nominated filmmaker
whose work includes the award-winning
documentaries: The State of Arizona, A
Class Apart and Farmingville. A writer and
sometime lawyer, Sandoval’s essays have
appeared in several publications, including
The New York Times. He is a Sundance
and MacArthur grantee, an advisor with
Columbia School of Journalism, and on the
advisory boards of the IDA’s Enterprise
Documentary Fund and Firelight Media

Education Resource

Content information,
Synopsis & Themes
Curriculum links and activities
Before the movie
Visual and screen literacy
It started as a research project
What is documentary theatre?
Finding a story worth telling
What do you notice!
Think-Pair-Share
Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking

After the movie
Sharing the load
Getting ready to write a review
Guide to writing a review

Hui Tong – Director/Producer
Hui Tong is a documentary filmmaker from
Beijing and currently based in Beijing. Six
years ago, he came to the US for college
and developed a strong interest in the
intersection of history, arts, and identity.
He studied history at Cornell University
and documentary filmmaking at Columbia
Journalism School. He has been making
narrative and documentary shorts since
high school, and in writing covered Asian
American identity issues. Curtain Up! is his
first feature-length documentary. He has just
finished his first book on the issue of identity,
through the lenses of Asian American,
Chinese American, mainland Chinese and
overseas Chinese students.

The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
Additional resources

Kelly Ng – Director/Producer
Kelly Ng is a multimedia journalist from
Singapore drawn particularly to stories on
minority communities, education and mental
health. Her stories have been published
on The Atlantic, NBC, and South China
Morning Post, among others. Curtain Up!
is her filmmaking debut. Working on this
documentary has made her consider more
deeply what it means to be Singaporean by
nationality, while ethnically Chinese. She now
reports for Singapore’s The Business Times
and continues to work on documentaries
outside of her job at the paper.
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Wu Jin – Composer
Wu Jin is a music composer and producer
based in Beijing, China. He is currently
the music director of “Kaishu Story” (凯
叔讲故事), a leading kids-oriented media
organization in China. Wu has produced
music for TV shows like “The Avenue of
Stars” of China Central Television and
“The League of Challengers” of Zhejiang
Television.

Additional
Resources

Curtain
Up!
Education Resource

Content information,
Synopsis & Themes
Curriculum links and activities

Review by Film Threat 29 October 2020
https://filmthreat.com/reviews/curtain-up/

Review by Jeremy Lim Asian CineVue acv 24
September 2020 – ‘Curtain Up!’ puts Asian
American kids front and center
https://www.asiancinevision.org/curtain-upputs-asian-american-kids-front-and-center/

Before the movie
Visual and screen literacy
It started as a research project
What is documentary theatre?
Finding a story worth telling
What do you notice!
Think-Pair-Share
Start the journey
Ideas to get you thinking

Shining a Spotlight on Junior Theatre
Festival’s only Asian American Team – Lilli
Hime 9 November 2020 – Philadelphia Asian
American Film Festival.
https://paaff.org/shining-a-spotlight-on-juniortheater-festivals-only-asian-american-team/

Two hundred prompts for Argumentative
Writing - The questions are written for middle
school students in the US.
https://static01.nyt.com/images/blogs/learning/
pdf/2014/200PromptsArgumentativeWriting.
pdf

After the movie
Sharing the load

Stories worth telling – A guide to creating
student-led documentaries

Getting ready to write a review

https://www.apple.com/education/docs/
Documentary_Guide_10-09.pdf

Guide to writing a review
The final touches & Red Carpet
Event

Meet the Crew
Additional resources

The Importance of Representation
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0g0QV79WMow

short film in combination with the research
paper here:
https://medium.com/@Laurenwash/the-im...

,exploring why diverse intentional
representation is needed behind and in
front of the camera in the entertainment
and media industries with interviews from
professionals and young kids.

.
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